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Name of the Activity / Event

Theme/Topic

Otganised by
Venue

Date and Duration

Participants
9ile Accession Dossier

; Monthly Campaign

,' National Science Day & Wildlife Day

., R.D.P.S.

,'R.D.P.S. Premises

.' February and March, 2018

; Classes I-IV

: Monthly Campaign File

. To inspire learners to appreciate the gifts of science to make our life comfortable.

o To create awareness amongst them about the contribution of scientists in the field of science.

o To enhance their scientific skills.

. To raise awareness about endangered animals and motivate them to take care of animals.

. To celebrate and create awareness about the world's wild fauna and flora.

DESCRIPTION:

ttScience knows no country, because knowledge belongs to humanity, and is the

torch which illuminates the world."

l'.i.=lional Science Day is observed in India with great enthusiasm cn February 28, evei'y'/eai'in ci'dei'
to commemorate the discovery of the Raman Effect by the Indian physicist, Sir C.V.Raman on the
same day in the year 1928. This day is observed to popularize benefits of scientific knowledge,
practical appropriation and also to spread the message of importance of science and technology as
well as its application among the people. To boost the same scientific attitude among the learners,
myriad activities were conducted for class III & IV. Class III had a declamation on topic'Importance
of Science/Technology' and class IV participated in activities such as Role Play, Power point
Presentation, Model presentation, etc. These activities provided them a platform to exhibit their

skills and represent their scientific temperament. As fillers dance drama and poem
dramatization were also shown by the students to learn about the scientific processes such as seed
germination, journey of water, etc.

World Wildlife Day is an opportunity to celebrate beautiful and varied forms of flora and fauna and to
raise awareness that it contributes to ecological, genetic, social, economic, educational, recreational
and aesthetic aspects of sustainable development. Class I students participated in the activity "Lets
share - My favourite animal" wherein they drew its sketch and expressed their views that why they
like that animal over others. Class II showcased their writing skills through activity "Animals our
friends - Creative Writing". They wrote their feelings about the animals and emphasized that we
should take care of all the animals.

This campaign proved to be a great enlightening, inspiring and enriching experience for all the
students. In a nutshell, it helped to develop the cognitive and moral domains of the learners
promoting their active involvement in science related activities and encouraging their scientific
thinking.
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